Abstract. In this paper, we describe an real-time algorithm to detect 3D hand gestures from depth images. Firstly, we detect moving regions by frame difference; then, regions are refined by removing small regions and boundary regions; finally, foremost region is selected and its trajectories are classified using an automatic state machine. Experiments on Microsoft Kinect for Xbox captured sequences show the effectiveness and efficiency of our system.
Introduction
Human hand motion is an effective and natural way for human computer interaction (HCI). However, hand detection in images or videos is a challenging problem due to variations in pose, lighting conditions and complexity of the backgrounds. Although the hand detection problem has been investigated intensively, most of the work is based on images taken by visible-light cameras. Some of them detect hands using skin color features [1, 2, 3] . Another kind of methods detect hands using Viola & Jones like cascade detectors built from Harr features [4, 5, 6] . Some methods detect hands as part of a human pictorial structure [7, 8, 9 ] which provides spatial context for the hand position. All these methods are not robust enough and their computation is pretty time-consuming. Depth information is an important cue when human recognizes objects because the objects may not have consistent color and texture but most occupy an integrated region in space. Although object recognition from depth images captured by 3D sensors has been investigated in the past decades, 3D sensors in the early age are very expensive and slow thus not practical in really time HCI applications. Now, Microsoft has launched the Kinect, which is cheap and very easy to use. Also, it does not have the disadvantages of laser so it can be used in human environment and facilitate the research in human computer interaction. Figure 1 . Overview of our proposed system. Firstly, frame difference is employed to detect moving regions from two consecutive depth images. Then, the rough regions are refined by erode and small region removal. Next, the foremost region is selected as candidate moving hand. Finally, the trajectory of the foremost moving region is classified to verify the focus gesture. In this paper, we propose a real-time hand detection approach for human computer interaction. Our system is different from previous systems in two aspects: First, we use a depth camera instead of traditional visible light cameras. Second, we detect hand motion gestures instead of appearance features. Because there is no need to compute complex visual features (e.g. HOG and SIFT) or decision function (e.g. cascade classifier), our method can run at real-time. An overview of our proposed system is present in Fig 1. Firstly, frame difference is employed to detect moving regions from two consecutive depth images. Then, the rough regions are refined by erode and small region removal. Next, the foremost region is selected as candidate moving hand. Finally, the trajectory of the foremost moving region is classified to verify the focus gesture.
Moving Hand Detection
We employ a background subtraction framework to detect moving hands. For efficiency reasons, a simple frame difference algorithm is used to detect rough moving regions.
(1) Where D and D are two consecutive depth frames. ∆ is a threshold for frame difference mask computation.
Since depth images captured by most real-time 3D sensors (e.g. Microsoft Kinect) are noisy, the moving regions detected by frame difference also contain lots of small regions caused by noise. Thus we remove small region from the resultant mask map by a erode operation and an area open operation. After that, the foremost region is selected as the moving hand. Figure 2 gives an illustration of moving hand detection procedure. In Figure 2 Note that the final foremost moving regions detected by the approach described in this section are just candidate positions of human hand. Since false alarms are also contained in the candidate positions, we further verify hand positions by detecting focus gestures (e.g. wave) using temporal features of the trajectory. 
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Trajectory Classification
To detect focus gestures, we propose an automatic state machine (ASM) based approach to classify the trajectory of moving hand (i.e. foremost moving region). Figure 3 gives an illustration of the automatic state machine for specified focus gesture "wave" detection. To detect "wave", four states of the 3D trajectory are used: "Not Ready", "Horizontal Moving", "Steady" and "Wave Detected". "Not Ready" indicates that the waving gesture of the point (i.e. centroid of the foremost region) does not begin at all. "Horizontal Moving" indicates that the point is in a path of moving left or right. During this state, if the direction of moving is changed, a flip is counted. The number of flip is checked and the state will transit to "Wave Detected" if the number of flips satisfies a threshold. To make the classifier more robust, we employ another state called "Steady", which means the point is not moving. To be precise, we list the details of the state transition conditions as follow:
(a). Current displacement of the point is not horizontal (i.e. the angle between the displacement vector and x-axis is above a given threshold) or it is the first point of the trajectory. Stay at "Not Ready" state. (b). Current displacement of the point is horizontal (i.e. the angle between the displacement and x-axis is below a given threshold). Transit from "Not Ready" to "Horizontal Moving". (c). Current displacement and previous displacement is not in the same direction (i.e. the angle between current displacement and previous displacement is below a given threshold) or a flip occurred (i.e. the angle between current displacement and previous displacement is larger than a threshold) but the accumulated displacement of a continuous horizontal moving is too short. Transit from "Horizontal Moving" to "Not Ready". to steady and mark the current point as the center point of "Steady". (g). Length of the displacement from center point of "Steady" to current point is smaller than a given threshold. Stay at "Steady" state. (h). Length of the displacement from center point of "Steady" to current point is larger than a given threshold and condition (d) is not satisfied if we replace all the points in the "steady" state with a single point. Transit from "Steady" to "Not Ready". (i). Length of the displacement from center point of "Steady" to current point is above a given threshold and condition (d) is satisfied if we replace all the points in the "steady" state with a single point. Transit from "Steady" to "Horizontal Moving". (j). Length of the displacement from center point of "Steady" to current point is above a given threshold and condition (e) is satisfied if we replace all the points in the "steady" state with a single point. Transit from "Steady" to "Horizontal Moving". Note that the "Wave Detected" state is just a temporary state. Every time a "Wave Detected" is trigged, the state will transit to "Not Ready" automatically in order to detect the next waving gesture.
In some frames, there is no moving region detected. We do not feed any 3D trajectory point into the ASM in such cases. That's to say, the ASM is paused for frames without any moving region. To further improve the robustness of the system, we reinitialize the ASM (i.e. set the state to "Not Ready" and number of flips to 0) if no moving regions are detected for a long time (e.g. number of consecutive frames without moving region is larger than a threshold).
Our proposed ASM framework is suitable for other kind of gestures (e.g. raise hand, push) also. Therefore, we can define a couple of focus gestures and detect these gestures instead of detecting human hands by computing complex appearance features. In a real world application, asking the user to perform a simple focus gesture is not difficult and acceptable. With such a simple assumption we can avoid complex feature extraction and save valuable computing resources. Therefore, our method could be implemented in hardware platforms with limited computing resources.
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Experimental Results
To test our algorithm, we collect a benchmark dataset using a Microsoft Kinect sensor for Xbox. Specifically, 25 sequences which contain wave gestures are recorded as positive samples. Another 25 sequences which contain wave-like but not wave (e.g. moving up and down) are recorded as negative samples. For positive samples, each sequence contains one wave gesture only.
We run our algorithm on the collected dataset. The average recognition rate of our algorithm is 94% (i.e. only three samples are misclassified), which is promising for practical applications. Moreover, our unoptimized Matlab code process 20 frames per second on a notebook with Core 2-Duo 2.4G Hz CPU and 2GB memory. Note that the Kinect sensor captures 30 frames per second. We believe that a C++ version of the algorithm will achieve 30 fps. Figure 4 gives some example results of the experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel real-time depth image based 3D hand gesture detection algorithm. We detect the moving region using frame difference first and classify the trajectory of moving regions using an automatic state machine. Experimental results justify the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm.
There are several interesting directions which worth investigating in the future. Firstly, we will add more focus gesture ASM classifier into our system. Secondly, further refine the candidate moving region position using an end point locating algorithm will improve the robustness of our system much. Thirdly, we will investigating depth image based hand tracking problem. Finally, the ASM based trajectory classification method can be applied to trajectories generated by tracking also. 
